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Antivirus and security 
solution for Android
IKARUS mobile.security scans your Android devices 
for viruses, malware and adware and reliably monitors all 
downloads, new installations and updates for infections. 
The security advisor also scans your settings and looks for 
potential security risks. 

Protection against malware, 
theft and unauthorised access

In addition to the free anti-virus features, the full version 
of IKARUS mobile.security offers a comprehensive URL 
filter for secure surfing, as well as loss & theft protection 
and SIM card protection. This means you can simply but 
effectively protect your devices and data against loss and 
external access: Using SMS commands and a security 
PIN, you can lock your device from any number, locate it, 
delete your personal data and trigger an alarm tone. The 
SIM card protection locks the device automatically when 
the SIM card is changed - making the device worthless for 
thieves.

The privacy control feature also helps you protect your 
privacy and personal information by evaluating apps to 
determine their access to critical data.

Thanks to automatic daily updates, continuous monitoring 
and definable scan intervals, IKARUS mobile.security 
takes care of your security automatically and without the 
need for your intervention. Warnings or risks are displayed 
immediately and can be directly rectified in the app. Enjoy 
optimal mobile security with no noticeable impact on 
battery life or memory usage!

Product highlights

Protection against viruses, SPAM and malware
 Virus scanning and device monitoring
 Security advisor
 Privacy control
 Theft and SIM card protection
 URL filter 

Configuration options
 Automatic malware scans and scan settings 
 Update modes for virus database
 Scope of continuous monitoring
 Locating, locking and resetting the device to factory 

 settings via SMS remote control
 Language settings: German, English, Italian and 

 Russian

www.ikarussecurity.com/ikarus-mobilesecurity

https://www.ikarussecurity.com/solutions/all-solutions/endpoint-protection/ikarus-mobilesecurity/

